
What are opportunity areas and where are they 

situated in London?  

Opportunity Areas (OAs) are identified in the Mayor's London Plan as key 

locations with the potential to deliver new homes, jobs and infrastructure of all 

types. Many are linked to existing or potential public transport improvements 

and typically each has the capacity for at least 2,500 new homes or 5,000 new 

jobs or a combination of the two. 

They have been included in each London Plan since the production of the first, in 

2004 – with additional added in revisions and new London Plans.  

There are currently 47 opportunity areas, some crossing borough boundaries.  

Together the targets in these areas are - 470,100 new homes and 694,000 jobs. 

LTF has consistently argued that the Mayor of London should produce a 

statement of community involvement to be applied in each of the opportunity 

areas since so often, there is poor community consultation around the 

developments planned.   

They often involve demolition, overdevelopment of market homes for sale and 

insufficient social rented homes and loss of well-used social and community 

infrastructure that is precious to local community members.  

There is no annual monitoring of what is actually being delivered or lost in each 

of these areas 

It is only fairly recently that the Mayor of London has included a section on his 

website about opportunity areas – this is with a map identifying where they are 

and their boundaries.  

Some information is also provided, including the date that they were designated, 

for many, the number of homes that have been delivered and for some the 

percentage of which are ‘affordable homes.’ The number or percentage of social 

rented homes delivered has not been provided.  

LTF’s London Housing Panel representative has regularly asked that the amount 

of social rented homes delivered in each area be included on the website.  

Overleaf is a list of the 47 opportunity areas.  

 

 

 

https://www.london.gov.uk/node/60670
https://www.london.gov.uk/programmes-strategies/planning/implementing-london-plan/opportunity-areas/what-are-opportunity-areas#:~:text=Opportunity%20Areas%20(OAs)%20are%20identified,and%20infrastructure%20of%20all%20types.


 

 

 

 


